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there is no such thing as sin

life is so beautiful

how many sins can you commit that you will go to hell ? 

sin as much as you can

and the people who are not sinning teach them a few sins

let them enjoy also a little bit

there is no sin in the world…

just people enjoying…innocently…

do you enjoy sinning ?

start enjoying !!

question      i would like to ask one more question about this topic...

what about morality decency ? if you say there are no 

sinners…no good peoples…no saints…

when you talk about such simple people who drink vodka 

and smoking i understand but what about people who can 

harm other people ? who can destroy ? kill ? who are really 

dangerous…what about them ? the real criminals…

anybody who is not blissful in himself

is going to do something miserable for another person

it is as simple as that

anybody who is put under pressure

sooner or later will become a criminal

the society…the world we live in…is not compassionate enough

the person who is a criminal

perhaps is the weakest in society

that he has been influenced wrongly

just understand what i am saying to you

if you are strong

you cannot be influenced wrongly

the person who is the weakest can be influenced to do something wrong

the person who is finding your sin wants to do what you are doing… 

but he does not have the guts

i am supporting sinners

all sinners are my friends

all holy people run away

they are parasites…hypocrites…creating guilt in others…

i detest non sinners

all these holy people are creating misery in the world…

comparison…judgment…heaven and hell

what do you think god is

do you think god is heaven ?

absolutely not !!

god is creating hell !!

if you have god you have to have heaven

the moment you have heaven you have to have hell

heaven without hell has no meaning

if god exists he has to create the devil 

without him he cannot judge the people

just imagine heaven…how it can exist ?

if you have a heaven you need an embassy

then you need a diplomat…

then you need a visa…

and then you need control…

god…the priests…the popes…

the teachers…the cardinals…

what will happen with the person going to hell ?

he has to be kept in some waiting room…

so you need the police…and the inspectors…

and the judges…and the courts…

who is the greatest most responsible criminal here ?

the non sinner called god

god has created this hell !
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